Nutrition and Body Composition Management
By: Kelly Baggett

I regularly get a lot of inquiries by people set on changing their diet and improving their physique, or eating to optimally fuel performance. Some people want to lose body-fat, others want to gain bodyweight, while others want to improve their performance.

First of all I’d like to clear up a common misconception many athletes have about nutrition: Contrary to what many believe, when it comes to performance in something like a vertical jump or sprint, your diet just isn't all that important outside of how it can impact your bodyweight and body-fat. In other words, if you're 150 lbs right now and don't need to gain or lose weight, it really doesn't matter what you eat as long as you keep your weight relatively stable. Olympic and high level athletes bear this out repeatedly - the food of choice at the olympic games is McDonalds. True, a healthier diet might impact your health years down the road, but if you think you're going to achieve some cutting edge results just by eating a special diet it's just not gonna happen. There are certain principles everyone should ideally follow for health reasons and most people know what these are: Eat considerable fruits and vegetables, ample protein, and avoid highly processed sugary foods and fried foods. Do that and you're likely to be a lot healthier 20 years down the road.

There are also a few principles that can give you a slight edge in the recovery department. These are things like making sure to take in 50-100 grams of carbohydrates and 20-30 grams protein within a couple of hours of an intense workout. I will get into more detail on these throughout this manual. But in the short term, as of NOW, it really won't make a difference whether you fuel yourself on McDonalds or chicken breast and potatoes. What diet CAN do for you, however, is make it easier to control your body composition and body-fat. If you need to gain muscle weight then optimizing your diet for that purpose can make things easier. Likewise, if you want to lose body-fat getting your diet dialed in for that purpose makes it much easier to do. The focus of losing and gaining weight is what I'm going to spend most of this report talking about. Now from my end, as a coach, let me start by saying training is 10 x easier than diet.

Diet Is Much More Difficult Than Training....

When it comes to training, all you really have to do is show up an hour or so per day. Your diet is a 24 hour per day process that requires MUCH more round the clock dedication. I can make general recommendations for any goal, but with regards to diet in most cases I am limited in how much I can help a person because most people don't have the knowledge to put any solid recommendations into practice, or don't have the dedication. Giving out macronutrient prescriptions is easy - in fact here are a couple of general prescriptions for weight gain and/or loss:
Macronutrient prescription for weight gain:

To gain muscle weight eat 1 to 1.5 grams of protein per pound of bodyweight per day, 0.5 grams of fat per pound of bodyweight per day, and start with around 2 grams of carbohydrate per pound and adjust from there until you're gaining an average of at least 1 lb every 2 weeks, but no more than 1 lb per week.

Macronutrient prescription for fat loss:

To lose fat, eat 1 to 1.5 grams of protein per pound of bodyweight per day, 0.5 grams of fat per pound of bodyweight per day, and simply adjust the carbs down to around 75-100 grams per day, or enough that you're losing an average of 1-2 pounds per week.

Those prescriptions are simple and very easy but most people are not in a position to put them into practice because they wouldn't know where to start. How can you follow a scheme like that when you don't even know what a macronutrient is? It's also difficult to lay out a menu and tell people exactly what to eat because most people won't be able to follow it longer than a couple of days before they go crazy. People are creatures of habit and manipulating or drastically changing food intake in practice is a lot tougher than one might think. Eating clean is simply a chore that goes beyond the level of dedication most young people can put forth. Modern society is geared around junk food and it's hard to find clean food unless you plan it out and prepare it yourself and meal preparation is tedious. As an example here is a sample fat loss menu for a 150-200 lb individual:

**Meal One**
3 whole eggs 3 oz lean ground beef 1-2 cups mixed peppers, mushrooms, onions

**Meal Two**
1.5 servings oatmeal
1 scoop protein powder (any protein as fine as long as carbs are under 6 grams per serving)
1/2 cup milk
or 2 servings beef jerky
1 serving fruit

**Meal Three**
6oz lean protein (chicken, turkey, fish)
1 large green salad with 1-2 servings green vegetables

**Snack**
40g protein shake
1 serving fruit

Meal Four
6oz protein (red meat, chicken, turkey)
2 servings broccoli or green beans
1/2 cup beans or 1 medium potatoe

Meal Five
1 cup cottage cheese
1/2 cup berries
1/2 scoop protein

That diet is by no means super extreme, but in my experience most people that go from a standard american diet to something like the above will fall off the wagon inside of a week. They’ll be starving to death, have no energy, and will eventually binge. Making major adjustments to your diet can be very difficult if it’s not something you’re used to. We’ll cover how to take gradual steps towards manipulating your diet later, but let me quickly talk about weight gain:

What about gaining weight?

Although it sounds easy, getting people to follow a menu geared towards gaining muscle weight is at least as hard. Gaining weight requires consistent around the clock food and protein consumption at regular intervals. The average bro can't be bothered to eat with any sort of consistent schedule, much less actually take the time out to plan his meals out in advance. Therefore, as a coach it's a heckuva lot easier on us to simply throw out a general recommendation for weight/muscle gain like, "Just drink a gallon of milk per day!" It's simple, easy, and takes care of the lack of dietary knowledge and discipline most people have. In a perfect world everyone could easily implement and follow the perfect diet, but as a coach sometimes you have to make things simple because you know people will screw things up if you don't.

My typical dietary recommendations coincide with the population I'm working with. I'm probably capable of wankering over advanced theoretical dietary mumbo jumbo as anyone else but for teenagers anything outside of, "Cut back on junk food, eat more fruit and veggies, and consume more wholesome protein" is more often than not an exercise in futility. If your goal is fat loss, a very basic prescription would be,"Eat more stuff you can shoot and grow." A lot of people don't even know what junk food is. Most of it is covered by what I call the C's: cokes, cookies, cakes, candy, ice (c)ream, chocolate, chips, crackers, kiddie (C)ereal and fried foods.
Those also happen to make up about 80% of the average teenage diet, which explains why diet is difficult to change.

The main theme is when it comes to diet your coach can't be around with you around the clock. He or she can only work with your current level of knowledge and experience and guide you in the right direction. When someone asks for advice on their diet the first thing I ask them is what their daily diet currently consists of and how many calories they're taking in. VERY few people know because most people have absolutely no clue how much they're taking in. The average person over or under estimates their food consumption by 50%. It's not that they're intentionally trying to do so, it's just that difficult. Most people have no idea how to read food levels and correctly measure portion sizes.

**What You Need To Do**

So, if you're serious about cleaning up your physique the best thing you can do is learn how to monitor your diet and start doing so. THAT is the only secret! To do that you'll need to do the following things:

1. Learn how to read food labels
2. Learn how to weigh and measure out portion sizes
3. Start keeping a food log

When you get to the point where you can take a week of diet logs and KNOW with absolute certainty how many calories and how many grams of protein and carb you're consuming your battle is 95% done. The sheer act of monitoring your diet gives you a level of accountability to the process that pretty much makes your goals guaranteed from that point forth. That alone will take care of 95% of diet and physique related problems. If you need to drop fat you'll drop fat. If you need to gain weight you'll gain.

Now, having said all that, here are a few tips to get you on the right track of holding yourself accountable to what you put in your mouth:

1. Watch this video on "how to read food labels" and get in the habit of doing so:

   [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvjoikacX_w](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvjoikacX_w)

   I’ll also cover some additional stuff on reading food labels further along in this report.

2. Start a free account at www.fitday.com Virtually every food you can think of (including fast food) is built into the database and all you have to do is type it in.
3. Get a food scale and measuring cups for your whole foods and begin calculating and logging what you're taking in.

4. Dedicate 3 weeks towards monitoring and calculating your daily caloric intake. Don't try to change anything drastic with your food choices or caloric consumption, just figure out what your average starting point is. Try to keep your weight relatively stable. The basic idea is you want to know how many calories you average on a daily basis. Individual metabolisms vary as much as 45%, so 2 people of the exact same size and activity levels can have a big difference in caloric requirements. Yes, it will suck at first but after 3 weeks it'll be a new habit and if nothing else you'll have a level of knoweldge that wasn't there currently.

Once you get in the habit of regularly logging your intake you'll then be able to make more precise adjustments.

**Q&A and How To Set Up a Diet**

Now, here are a few common quick questions I get on a regular basis with regards to dietary adjustments and specifics:

1. **How many calories do I need to take in per day?**

That is impossible to determine until you figure it out like I described above, Like I said, metabolic rates can vary considerably. If you multiply your bodyweight x 15 that'll give you a ballpark estimate, but the only way to truly "know" is to figure it out for yourself while monitoring your bodyweight. Later on I’ll go into more detail on figuring out your daily caloric totals.

2. **Do I need to eat 6 meals per day?**

No, but if you eat clean you'll tend to be hungry more often and you might "want" to eat more often. 4 meals per day is better than 3, but 6 isn't any better than 4. If you're the typical 2 meals per day kind of guy I suggest you start out with 3 meals and a hearty snack.

3. **Should I separate carbs and fats or make use of any other esoteric food combining methods?**

That will be more trouble than it's worth for most people. I suggest you focus on nothing more complicated than getting protein at each meal, at least initially.
4. What about meal timing? Should I avoid carbs before bedtime? Should I use a carb cutoff?

Avoiding carbs before bedtime works for most people not because there's any magic to it but because it subtracts a few hundred calories from the daily diet. In other words, if you regularly eat half a carton of fig newtons while watching TV before bed and you cut that out you'll probably lose some fat. Carb cutoffs work the same way. They simply make it easier to control your intake because when most people overeat they do soon high sugar foods. Make those high sugar foods off limits beyond a certain time and people magically lose fat. If you want to get nitpicky there are advantages to having more carbs for breakfast and for your postworkout meal.

5. What about supplements?

Supplements "supplement" a good diet, but they aren’t a magic bullet. I typically only recommend a good multivitamin – for men the multi should be iron free, 1000 mg extra vitamin C, 30 mg extra zinc, 300 mg extra magnesium, and 6 grams of fish oil per day. Protein powder can be used as a convenience for extra protein intake and creatine can be used as a convenience to help with strength and muscle gain (at a dose of 5 grams per day).

6. I heard the body can only digest 25 grams of protein per meal?

You heard wrong. Actually this claim has never been verified.

7. What do I do to manipulate my diet once I know how many calories I'm getting?

A: First, figure out how to monitor your diet and start doing so

B: Next, map out a meal plan and start making gradual adjustments towards a better diet. Here is a simple way to set up a meal plan. The basic idea is you want to get a source of protein at each meal and a carb source.

Here is a basic list of proteins:

chicken breast, eggs, egg whites, lean ground beef, tuna, salmon, turkey breast, round steak, cottage cheese, beef jerkey, buffalo, lean pork, protein powder

Here is a basic list of starchy and simple carbs:
Rice, potatoes, beans, yams, oatmeal, beans, cereal, bread, all fruit, sugar, milk, maltodextrin, dextrose, glucose polymers, fructose

Here is a basic list of fibrous green veggie carbs:

Broccoli, green beans, asparagus, cabbage (all varieties), carrots, cauliflower, celery cucumbers, kale, lettuce, (all varieties), onions, peppers, (green, red, yellow, hot, etc.) radishes, spinach, string beans, squash, tomatoes.

Here is a basic list of healthy fats:

Nuts, peanut butter, almond butter, cashew butter, olive oil, fish oil

From there you simply mix and match from each group with a protein and carb source at each meal. Your fats are optional. You can have "some" if you like, but you really don't need to go chasing fat intake as your protein intake will tend to inherently take care of it.

If your goal is fat loss eat more fibrous carbs and green veggies with your protein. If your goal is weight maintenance or muscle gain eat more starchy carbs and fruits with your protein. It's really that simple. For example, someone eating for muscle gain may have 5 meals per day with all 5 meals containing ample amounts of starchy and simple carbs.

**Muscle gain plan:**

meal 1: Eggs, oatmeal, grapefruit

meal 2: chicken breast, potatoes

meal 3: beef jerky, mixed nuts

meal 4: post-workout drink of protein power and dextrose

or post-workout meal of kiddie cereal, protein powder, and milk

meal 5: lean ground beef chili with beans and tomatoe, salad

meal 6: cottage cheese, banana

Now, here is virtually the exact same diet geared towards fat loss:
Fat loss plan:

Meal 1: Egg and spinach omelet, 1/2 grapefruit

Meal 2: Chicken breast, 1 pound of broccoli or green beans

Meal 3: Beef jerky, mixed nuts

Meal 4: postworkout drink of protein powder and dextrose

or: postworkout meal of kiddie cereal, protein powder, and milk

Meal 5: Lean ground beef chili with no beans, salad

Meal 6: cottage cheese

Protein and overall food volume remains pretty much constant, but replacing starchy and simple carbs with fibrous carbs at most meals naturally lowers the caloric and carbohydrate level, thus fueling the burning of fat.

See how simple that is?

8. How quickly should I try to lose fat or gain muscle?

Never try to lose fat faster than 2 lbs per week or gain muscle at a rate of more than 1 lb per week. Losing fat faster than that will lead to muscle loss and gaining muscle faster than that will lead to fat gain. Also be aware that when initially beginning a diet (either for weight gain or loss) water will influence the readings on the scale. When you initially begin restricting calories for fat loss you’ll probably lose 5 lbs the first week, most of that is water. The same goes for muscle gain – when you start eating more to put on weight the scale will go up pretty quick the first week. But AFTER the first week don’t try to lose more than 2 lbs per week or gain more than 1 lb per week on average. Also, keep in mind that weight gain and loss tend to come in spurts, this is particularly true with regard to muscle gain. The scale says nothing for a week or 2 then BAM, all the sudden it’s up 2 or 3 lbs.

Now what follows is substantially more in-depth info. On setting up your diet regardless of whether your goal is weight maintenance, fat loss, or muscle gain.
Losing Fat or Gaining Muscle

When it comes to improving your physical appearance, your individual goals can be broken down into two major categories. These are either getting leaner, or getting bigger. Getting a little bit bigger and a little bit leaner at the same time is generally either known as “toning” or “recomposition.” Regardless of the terminology used, depending on your training experience and genetics, it is possible to build a little bit of muscle while shedding a significant amount of fat, but it is virtually impossible to build a whole lot of muscle while also shedding a whole lot of fat.

Here’s why:

1. In order to lose fat, you need to consume less calories than you burn (negative energy balance)

2. In order to gain muscle, you need to consume more calories than you burn (positive energy balance)

People who build muscle and lose fat at the same time tend to compromise between building more muscle or losing more fat, so they get a bit of each but not a whole lot of both. They get the extra calories needed for muscle growth from the fat that they burn and lose their body-fat on a small caloric deficit. This often means the fat is lost slower then it could be, and muscle is built slower then it could be. “Toning” and “recomping” are best left to people that are already somewhere around 8-12% body-fat. These people can simply train hard, clean up their diet a little, and build some muscle while shedding some fat.

If you’re very skinny and lean your efforts would be best served by focusing on consuming a quality muscle building diet and accepting a little fat gain in the process. If you have a significant amount body fat to lose (I would define "significant" as anyone with a body fat level greater than 12%), you need to concentrate on getting relatively lean before you attempt to gain substantial muscle mass. As you will see later, some fat accumulation (although this can be minimized) is usually unavoidable for optimal gains in lean muscle mass gains to occur. So first focus on getting your body-fat down under 10%, then focus on either maintaining or eating to build muscle mass.
Now, I’m gonna talk in some detail on what it takes to get lean. In order to shed body-fat you’re going to have to make some changes in your diet. So where do you start? It’s best to start making simple, easily implementable changes, rather than trying to do a complete overhaul all at once. Take baby steps and make slow changes in your diet instead of trying to change everything at once. Making too much of a change often just leads to frustration and mental burnout, not to mention lots of physical deprivation. Here are a few easy steps you can begin to take.

**Change the structure of your diet and timing of your meals**

You’ll need to begin paying more attention to what you eat, when you eat, and how often you eat. Ideally, you’ll want to increase the frequency and number of your meals and decrease the volume of food in those meals. Going hours without eating and then having a large meal fit for a king is not optimal for changes in body composition, unless you’re doing a form of intermittent fasting. You’ll need to focus more on eating more nutrition protein and natural carbohydrates while cutting back on non-nutritious junk. You can gradually start to eliminate or replace junk foods in your diet and do so without feeling overly deprived. First you’ll want to start to limit the C’s. These are: Cokes, Candy, Cakes, Cookies, Candy, ice (C)ream, Chocolate, Chips, Crackers, and Cereal!

**The C’s**

The average American teenager drinks about 30 ounces of pop per day. This is equivalent to more than two 12-ounce cans per day. Each 12-ounce can or serving of pop supplies an extra 150 calories and 16 teaspoons of sugar with zero nutritional value. If you drink as much pop as the average teenager you could theoretically lose about 1 pound of fat per week just by giving up this habit. Do this. Go in your kitchen and take an empty glass, jar of sugar, and a teaspoon. Take your teaspoon and pour 16 teaspoons of the sugar into the empty glass and look at it. Now that’s what you’re consuming every time you drink a pop, soda, or even fruit juice! If you were to drink a big 44-ounce pop you’d be getting about 56 teaspoons of sugar! In my experience the average young person will drop nearly 10 lbs of fat in a month just by eliminating sugar pop. Cereal is another big one – it’s not necessarily unhealthy, but just about all cereal is highly processed and calorie dense and it’s relatively simple to finish off half a box in one sitting.

Start paying attention to your consumption of the C’s and any other sugar consumption. If you’re like most people, you’ll probably find that simply cutting back on consumption of those items will pay immediate dividends. You’ll be eliminating a lot of unnecessary, highly dense, junk calories, so you’ll lose body-fat. More importantly, you’ll also have much more stable
energy levels. Sugar wreaks havoc on your energy levels and blood sugar levels. It often will give you a quick burst of energy, however, this is quickly reversed and 30 minutes to an hour later you end up feeling hungry and tired.

Also pay attention to other food and beverage choices.

**Avoid “drinking” calories**

Anytime you drink calories you’re taking in highly concentrated nutrition that does not do much to contribute to filling. Think of this. What fills you up more, eating 2 whole apples or drinking a big glass of apple juice? They both contain the same amount of calories and carbohydrates but the apple has more density. This gives you more filling. Whenever you need to watch your daily caloric intake it’s best to avoid consuming calories that don’t fill you up. Anytime you “drink” calories through beverages, you generally also take in a lot of sugar, which should be limited when trying to lose body-fat. Even so called “healthy” drinks, like fruit juices, sports drinks, energy drinks, etc, are nothing more then sugar and won’t do much besides quench your thirst and add inches to your waistline. Milk is another one that people interested in losing fat should cut back on or limit.

For the guy or gal focused on dropping body-fat, the only time you’ll ever want to take in any calories through beverages is with your post-workout drink, which we’ll cover later. Instead of consuming pop and fruit juice make a concerted effort to consume more water. You can also drink iced tea, coffee, sugar-free lemonade, and diet soft drinks in moderation.

**Choose more whole foods over processed foods**

Processed foods are foods that have been chemically treated to store longer. Today, probably 80% or more of the foods you find in a grocery store are processed. Processing tends to cause a given food to behave in your body more like sugar would. Most foods contribute less nutritional value after processing. The processing causes the food to be absorbed quicker and contribute less to a feeling of fullness. Common processed foods include chips, crackers, cereals, and many types of breads. For the most part, anything that crackles, crumbles, or crunches is processed. Take a look at the following foods to give you an idea.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processed</th>
<th>Non-processed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cereal</td>
<td>Whole oats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat crackers or bread</td>
<td>Whole-wheat flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato Chips</td>
<td>Potatoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit juice</td>
<td>Fresh fruit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How do you determine if something is processed or not? This is very simple. If you can shoot it, grow it, cook it, and eat it, without any additional steps, it tends to be less processed. Your body was meant to survive on fresh, natural foods, not foods that have been treated with hundreds of chemicals and preservatives to make them taste better and last longer. Vegetables, fruits, and meats all fit the bill. Spend more time getting to know the produce section of your local grocery store. I recommend you place an emphasis on green, non-starchy vegetables like broccoli, salads, and a host of other foods that fit this bill. These foods are excellent for losing body-fat and staying healthy. They provide a very high ratio of nutrients and are usually very low in calories. All fresh meats, produce, and veggies are for the most part, fair game. If you eat like this you won’t have to worry about counting calories because the more natural foods you eat, the more difficult it becomes to take in more calories then you burn.

Here are more sample foods that you should begin getting more of:

All fresh meats, eggs, cottage cheese, veggies, fruits, dairy, natural cereals such as oatmeal, cream of wheat, and cream of rice, whole wheat bread, beans, sweet potatoes, salad greens, beans, nuts, seeds

**What about fat?**

Fat is far from the evil it has been made out to be. It turns out sugar is much more of a fat gaining culprit. If we take a look at the many diverse groups of people and societies throughout history one thing keeps coming up: Whenever sugar is introduced into society that society consistently starts to develop problems like obesity, heart disease, diabetes, and dental problems. Today over 2/3 of the United States population is overweight and it’s only getting worse. In the last 10 years people in the US have been led to consume less fat and more sugar, yet the weight problem continues to get worse. Nearly 25% of the US population either has, or is at high risk of having, diabetes, a disease of blood sugar metabolism that is affected more then anything else by the amount of sugars and processed carbohydrates in the diet. When people eat more protein, more natural and less processed carbohydrates, and **MORE** fat, these problems tend to alleviate. Certain fats, such as those coming from deep-water fish and certain vegetables, are highly beneficial and should be consumed in abundance. The fats to avoid are the hydrogenated fats, and trans-fats. These fats do nothing to improve health and in fact do much to contribute to ill health. These fats are man made so that they will stay solid at room temperature. This allows them to be added to packaged and processed foods. The combination of processed carbohydrates and trans-fats/hydrogenated fats, is deadly and should best be avoided.

**Reading Labels, Understanding Macronutrients, and Counting Calories**

The only way you can be certain of the energy you are consuming daily is by becoming
more aware of the number of calories you ingest.

**What is a calorie?**

A calorie is simply a measure of heat. We use calories to describe how much energy we take in. Caloric balance is energy in versus energy out. If you take in more energy than you burn then you gain weight. If you burn up more energy than you take in you lose weight. There are a lot of other things like hormones, activity levels, and nutrient timing that help determine energy balance but simple calories in vs calories out is the basic gist of it.

**The Macronutrients**

First, we need to talk about the three primary sources from where we consume our daily energy: protein, carbohydrates, and fat. These are known as the macronutrients. Their caloric value is as follows:

- **Protein**: 4 calories per gram
- **Carbohydrates**: 4 calories per gram
- **Fat**: 9 calories per gram

As you can see, a gram of fat contains just over twice the energy of both protein and carbohydrates. Generally speaking, you should be getting between 20-30% of your calories from fat, regardless of your goals.

Let's use an example to see how to figure up your daily macronutrient intake. Let's take, for example, Joe, who will be consuming 2800 calories daily, 30% of which is fat. 2800 x .30 = 840 calories from fat. Since fat is 9 cal/g, you simply divide the total calories from fat by 9 to give you your daily gram total. For Joe, this would be 840/9 or ~90 grams of fat daily.

Now, for optimal results I also recommend you consume between 1 to 1.5 grams of protein per pound of lean bodyweight per day. Lean bodyweight is your total bodyweight minus your fat weight. How do you figure this? Since Joe weighs 185 lbs and is 10% body fat, his lean body-weight is 185 x .90 or 166.5 lbs. Now, to get his daily protein intake, we simple multiply his Lean bodyweight(166.5) by 1.25, which equals roughly 208g of protein daily. Since protein is 4 calories per gram, Joe will be consuming 832 calories (208g of protein x 4cal/g) from protein daily.

The last macronutrient to calculate is carbohydrates. We can do this by simply subtracting the calories already accounted for by fat and protein from the daily total. Remember the daily total for Joe was 2800. We already have 832 (calories from protein) plus 840 (calories
from fat) = 1128 calories left over for carbohydrates. Since carbohydrates are 4 calories per gram, this individual will be consuming 282g (1128/4) of carbohydrates daily.

Now we have established Joe's daily gram needs for each macronutrient. Here they are again:

Protein: 208g
Carbohydrates: 282g
Fat: 90g

The cool thing about converting everything to grams is that you no longer have to worry about counting calories. You simply count the grams of each macronutrient you consume. This makes things much easier considering the way our food labels are organized. To illustrate this, let's take a look at a typical healthy fat burning breakfast and obtain the figures we need from the respective food labels.

2 servings of Protein powder
1 cup of dry oatmeal

**Supplement Facts:**
Serving Size: 1 scoop
Servings per Container: 31
**Calories** 109 From Fat: 5
**Total Fat** .5g
Sat. Fat .5g
Cholesterol 5mg
**Carbohydrates** 4g
Dietary Fiber 0g
Sugars 0g
**Protein** 22g
Vitamin A 3IU
Vitamin C 0mg
Calcium 49mg
Iron 0mg
Sodium 170mg

**Protein Powder**
**Ingredients:**
Low Temperature Processed Micellar Casein, CFM Whey Isolate, Hydrolyzed Whey Peptides, Maltodextrin, Glutamine, Natural Flavoring, Sucralose, Xanthan Gum.

**Nutrition Facts:**
Serving Size: 1/2 cup dry
Servings Per container: 16

**Calories** 150 From Fat: 25

**Total Fat** 3g
Sat. Fat .5g
Cholesterol 0mg

**Carbohydrates** 27g
Dietary Fiber 4g
Sugars 1g

**Protein** 5g

To prepare this breakfast you’d just add water to the oatmeal and stir in the protein powder for a tasty, nutritious breakfast. Now, let’s take a look at the food labels below to get the macronutrient content of each product.

The first thing that needs to be considered when reading any food or supplement label is the serving size, usually located at the top of the label. Because all the information on the label pertains to a specific amount of the product, serving size is critical. As you can see, 1 scoop of powder is one serving. Since Joe consumed 2 scoops, he simply needs to double the information given on the label (these figures easily stand out as they are in bold, and usually appear in the order of Fat, Carbohydrate, Protein) Two scoops of protein powder contains 44 grams of protein, 8 grams of carbohydrates, and 1 gram of fat.

As for the oatmeal, the serving size is ½ cup dry. Joe consumed double this amount and once again needs to double the macronutrient information. Two servings contain 10 grams of protein, 54 grams of carbohydrates, and 6 grams of fat.

After adding the gram numbers from the protein powder and oatmeal together, we get 54 grams of protein, 62 grams of carbohydrates, and 7 grams of fat. Essentially, you would add up and record the grams of each macronutrient consumed at each meal. At the end of the day, the goal is to get close to your predetermined daily need for each macronutrient. You don’t need to be concerned with getting this down to an exact science, but do get in the habit of paying attention to food labels and how much of each macronutrient you’re getting.

Next, let’s get into some of the more advanced information that will help you understand how you can structure your meals to easily burn that fat off. Many things effect how much you can eat and how quickly you will drop fat. Ever notice how some people can eat and eat and never gain weight while other have to subsist on very little just to maintain? The reason for this variance is because of individual variance in metabolism.
Metabolism- Is the speed at which your body burns calories- This is largely influenced by how frequently you feed your body and by the types of food you eat. The more often you eat, the faster metabolism tends to run. Other things influence metabolism include:

1. A **concern for muscle**: Muscle is the most metabolically active tissue in our body. Due to it’s rich blood supply, each additional pound of muscle requires up to 20 additional daily calories to maintain. A pound of fat requires very little calories, thus the more muscle you build or maintain the faster your metabolic rate.

2. **Exercise**: Exercise greatly increases metabolic rate overall. Certain types of exercise such as intense weight training or anaerobic conditioning cause the metabolic rate to be elevated as long as 24 hours.

3. **Macronutrient ratios**: Protein has the largest effect on metabolic rate followed by carbohydrates and then fat. What this means is that the consumption of protein takes a lot of energy for digestion and causes our body to release hormones that are optimal for fat burning to take place. Carbohydrate requires some energy for digestion and fat requires very little.

4. **Thermogenesis**: The production of body heat. Remember that calories are just a measure of heat. Likewise, the higher our body temperature, the more calories are burned. The higher the body temperature the higher the metabolic rate and vice versa. Whenever a meal is eaten, body-heat, and thus metabolic rate and calorie burning, temporarily rise in response to digestion and release of energy. Some foods are more effective at producing heat then others and thus more thermogenic. Protein is the most thermogenic food followed by carbohydrate and then fat.

Remember the macronutrient calorie counts
Protein= 4 calories per gram
Carbohydrate= 4 calories per gram
Fat= 9 calories per gram

**Can’t I get fat from eating too much protein??**

Theoretically, you can put on fat overeating any of the macronutrients, but of the 3, protein is the most difficult for the body to convert into body-fat and for this reason more lean protein can be eaten without worry of getting fat in comparison to overeating on carbohydrates or fat. Excessive protein can be converted into carbohydrate in the body, which can then be converted into fat, but this conversion is costly and is actually fueled by the burning of fat. Oftentimes, excessive cravings for carbohydrates can stem from a lack of amino acids in the brain and bloodstream that come from protein, and these cravings can often be lessened with
adequate protein consumption. So definitely make sure you get protein often and in substantial quantities!

**Why It Can Be Beneficial To Eat More Often..**

When you consume frequent and smaller meals the body is better able to utilize all of the nutrients. Cravings and hunger generally are more stable and energy is more consistent. Frequent meals also tend to prevent large peaks and valleys in blood sugar levels, which contribute to binges. Since a calorie is in fact a unit of heat, if we ingest calories that help us to burn greater numbers of calories in the process of digestion, while eating rather frequently, we gain a metabolic advantage. You can do this by eating frequent meals with each meal containing protein. Every time we eat, our body temperature, and thus metabolic rate, rises slightly. This is known as the thermic effect of food (TEF). It’s generally better to eat little bit less per meal, with more total meals and frequency, than it is to eat only once or twice per day.

The real killer for most people are the high calorie evening meals, which tend to be much larger and coupled with desserts, alcoholic beverages etc. Since you’re going to sleep soon after the evening meal, what happens to all these calories eaten before bed?? They can easily go right into STORAGE, which is not a good thing. In theory it’s actually better to eat larger meals earlier in the day when those calories can be burned off and taper down as the day winds down.

**Snacks – Emphasize Protein and Fibrous Vegetables**

Snacks can be a good thing but most people make the mistake of not eating often enough. Therefore, when they snack they are hungry for sugars, sweets, and other easily digestible carbohydrates. When carbohydrates like these are eaten alone the effect on blood glucose and insulin is dramatic. In general, when eating a carbohydrate only snack or meal the energy is supplied quicker than the body can burn it, which causes blood glucose levels to quickly rise, which leads to a large release of insulin. Because of the high insulin levels, blood sugar is also quickly driven back down within an hour or so, which often leads to only more cravings. It’s better to snack on either protein and fat sources or a mix of protein/fat and carbohydrate so that energy is released and supplied slower. Examples of good snacks include any leftovers, cold cuts, peanuts, seeds, celery sticks, jerky, and fruit.

**You Can & Should Take it With You When You Go**

– Zip-Lock Bags & Tupperware
– Insulated Lunch Bag
These make it convenient to get your meals in. If you go too long without a meal you often run into problems with energy level and cravings. You should be eating every 3 hours throughout the day. In order to do this most of you will have to use the aforementioned items.

**Understanding Carbohydrates**

Carbohydrates are grouped into two general classes: complex carbohydrates and simple sugars. Complex carbohydrates are nothing more than a simple sugar linked together into long chains. Your body digests the complex carbohydrates into simple sugars and releases them into the bloodstream as glucose. In the end, all carbohydrates are converted into glucose before they are used. Based on this you might think it wouldn’t make any difference whether you get your carbohydrates from starch or simple sugars, but it does. Simple sugars, which tend to be high glycemic, or carbohydrates that induce a high response of insulin, are released into the bloodstream immediately, causing a rapid increase in blood sugar level and an insulin surge which then causes blood sugar to crash lower than it was before. This leads to low energy and more carbohydrate cravings. For this reason, if your goal is fat loss it’s best to avoid simple carbohydrates most of the time. The one time when it is positive to have some simple sugar is immediately within an hour following a workout. At this time the sugar will quickly be sucked up into the muscles with no ill effects.

Complex carbohydrates, which tend to be low glycemic carbs, must be broken down and digested, a process that slows down their rate of release into the bloodstream, resulting in a more moderate insulin release and a more uniform energy level. One hundred grams of sugar will have a different effect on your energy and appetite than one hundred grams of starch, even though both supply 100 grams of carbohydrate! However, eating lots of complex starchy carbohydrates like potatoes, oats, bread beans, etc will still elevate insulin enough to prevent you from using your own body-fat as energy. For this reason they should be consumed in a “strategic” fashion. They should be consumed when your body is most likely to quickly use them as fuel. The other type of complex carbs, the green veggie or fibrous carbs, can be consumed as often as you’d like.

**Simple carbs**- consist of glucose, fructose, lactose, galactose, dextrose, maltose.

**Complex carbs**- consist of maltodextrin, starch, and cellulose, an indigestible fiber which provides bulk and is good for the intestines.

**All purpose Carbohydrates – Increase Health & Satiety**

- Green Veggie Carbs
- Provide lots of fiber and cellulose with little calories and total net carbohydrates
(total carb content after deducting fiber). Boost health and satiety. Can generally be consumed in near unlimited quantities as it’s about impossible to eat enough of them to worry much about excessive caloric intake.
- Provide antioxidants, alkalinize our bodies and provide a host of other health and protective benefits.
- Include: broccoli, cauliflower, any salad greens, zucchini, spinach, onion, artichoke, green beans, asparagus, cucumber, peas, squash, mushrooms, celery, beets, Brussels sprouts, peppers, spinach, okra, carrots, bamboo shoots, cabbage.

**Special-Purpose Carbohydrates (Starchy Carbs and fruits)**

- Even though they’re good carbohydrates and healthy they can still increase glucose and insulin, which can prevent fat burning.
- Oatmeal, Beans and Lentils, Potatoes (all varieties), rice, bread (sprouted), pasta, corn, tomatoes, popcorn, barley, wheat and all other non-processed grains as well as all fruits

**Bad Carbohydrates – Increase Fat Stores**

- Best if consumed very infrequently and only during the 1 hour post-workout period.
  - Sugar
  - Honey
  - Corn Syrup
  - High Fructose Corn Syrup
  - Galactose (milk sugar)
  - Lactose (milk sugar)
  - Anything made from white flour, or anything which uses “enriched” flour

**Good Fats, Bad Fats**

You generally won’t have to go chasing fat in your diet as it comes easily enough via protein consumption. The only fat you really need to make a conscious effort to chase after should be unsaturated and in the form of essential fatty acids. These include deep-water fish and fish oil, flax seeds and/or flax seed oil, sunflower seeds and/or sunflower seed oil, hemp oil, olive oil, raw nuts, all natural peanut butter, and avocados. Consuming some saturated fat from cheese, red meat, and whole eggs is fine as these fats have a positive effect on anabolic hormone levels such as testosterone. Trans-fatty acids should be avoided at all costs; consumption of these fats have been shown to have the highest correlation to heart disease, decrease "good" cholesterol (HDL) levels, and increase "bad" cholesterol (LDL) levels. Therefore, avoid all fried foods and any product that contains "hydrogenated" or "partially hydrogenated"
oils in its list of ingredients.

High-Performance Fats

Fish Oil
Flaxseed Oil
Udo’s Choice
Walnuts
Olive Oil

OK FATS (In moderation)

Saturated fats from animal sources
Fats from vegetable sources (safflower oil, canola oil, peanut oil)

Bad Fats

Deep-Fried Foods
Trans-fatty Acids
Hydrogenated & Partially Hydrogenated fats and oil

Good Protein, Bad Protein

The bulk of the protein that you consume should be from complete animal sources that are known as “complete” proteins. These include chicken breast, turkey breast, fish, lean pork, lean red meat, fresh ham, eggs (whole or whites), cottage cheese, and milk protein powders (whey and casein).

Good Protein

Try to focus on getting as much good protein as you can. This includes chicken, whole eggs, egg whites, any seafood, turkey, lean steak, extra lean ground beef, venison, buffalo, ostrich, veal, lean cuts of pork, cottage cheese, whey protein powder, casein protein powder, egg protein powder.

“Special proteins”- (generally used as snacks)

Nuts, seeds, hard cheeses, richer meats such as liver, trail mixes, beef jerkey
Bad or “Not Quite as Good” Protein (due to packaging, preservatives, and Sodium)

Bacon & Sausage
Cold-cuts & Deli Meat
Beef Jerky with Sodium Nitrate

What about meal replacement products and protein bars?

Meal replacement drinks and shakes are generally ok, providing you don’t develop gastric distress or allergy type symptoms when consuming them, but protein bars are best limited. They often consist of lots of simple sugars and their protein is of questionable quality, typically consisting of a gelatin type protein, which is useless for the body.

Figuring Your Caloric Requirements – only a Starting Point!

Protein- Contains 4 calories per gram
Carbohydrate- Contains 4 calories per gram
Fat- Contains 9 calories per gram.

Total lean bodyweight in multiplied x 15 is generally a good starting maintenance point for most people, although this number can be off in either direction some 30%. This number minus 500 calories per day will, on paper, generally lead to a loss of 1 lb per week. When designing a diet or planning a meal you should ask yourself the following:

What activity are you going to do?

Exercise requires more energy than sleeping. Exercise also burns up carbohydrates so it makes sense that a meal eaten within a few hours prior to exercise can be bigger and require more carbohydrate foods then a meal eaten prior to sleep. High intensity activity requires more carbohydrates then low intensity activity.

What type of energy source will it require and what nutrients do you need to recover from that activity??

An hour of weight-lifting and an hour of fast walking are both forms of exercise, however, the nutrients they burn are different. Weightlifting burns primarily carbohydrates for energy whereas walking burns primarily fat.
What have you just done?

Again, depending on the form of exercise or what you’ve done, structure your meals accordingly. Most forms of exercise allow one to take in carbohydrates within a few hours after the exercise bout and these carbohydrates are directed towards muscle tissue and away from fat. More to come in the post-workout recovery section.

How do I feel after eating?

This is most important. Your body will typically tell you if a food or food combination is working for you or not. If you feel tired, bloated, or experience negative symptoms from a food it’s best to avoid it. You should get lasting energy from your meals!

What time of the day is it?

Your body can handle more carbohydrates and more food earlier in the day and less as the day goes on. But what do most people do? They eat the biggest meals, and the most junk food at night! Most people could make changes in their body composition just by simply reversing the order. Eat less carbohydrate and less total food at night instead of more. Ask yourself 2 questions. The first question is what you will be doing for the next 3 hours? If you’re going to be sedentary for the next 3 hours then you don’t require a lot of carbohydrate to fuel that activity. Also ask yourself what you’ve been doing for the “last” 3 hours? If you’ve been exercising then your metabolic rate will be revved up, and you’ll also need to replenish some of the energy you burned up. If you’ve been sitting on your butt then you won’t have any depleted energy stores to “replenish”, thus you’ll have no real need for quick sources of energy (sugars). This is the way to get maximum results. Your nutrition plan, training program and lifestyle must work in synergy, not as separate parts.

So if I choose to do it how do I go about counting calories?

The easiest thing to do is establish a rough, baseline caloric intake level, then establish a protein intake and level with the appropriate macronutrient %’s and play around with the carbohydrate intake until body-fat is coming off at around .5-1 lb per 100 lbs bodyweight per week. If obsessively counting every calorie is not for you than just eat when you’re hungry, follow the guidelines and emphasize portion control and hormonal manipulation through following the nutritional guidelines. Most will find that they aren’t hungry at all when following the program correctly.
Protein Requirements per Meal

Since protein is to be consumed at each and every meal, figure out how many meals you’ll be eating per day and how many calories you’ll be eating. Protein is 4 calories per gram so for someone with 120 lbs lean body mass, eating 1.5 grams per lb of lean body mass, this would equate to a total protein intake of 180 grams per day, or 720 calories. So, this individual would need 45 grams protein per meal if eating 4 meals per day and 30 grams per meal if eating 6 meals per day. For those who wish to forego this, just remember that one serving of lean protein (meats) is about 4 ounces and is about the same size as the palm of an average sized hand. This will typically net between 25-30 grams of protein and 120-150 calories. For reference, the following highly consumable protein foods will all net about 35 grams of protein after cooking:

- Chicken breast....4 ounces
- Pork tenderloin...4 ounces
- Albacore tuna.....6 ounces
- Salmon.............6 ounces
- Shrimp.............6 ounces
- Eggs...............5 eggs or 10 whites
- Hamburger.........4 ounces
- Sirloin steak.......4 ounces
- Cottage Cheese (1%)..1.5 cups

An even easier method is to pick 1 meat for every meal (at the serving size specified) and all of the vegetables you want from the list above, the “good carbohydrate” list. Do NOT go hungry. Eat until you are full. The veggies from that list will NOT make you fat!

• Carbohydrate Requirements

The above individual, with 120 lbs lean body mass, starting off with a diet of 15 calories per lbs of lean bodyweight would need a total of 1800 calories per day - Eating 180 grams of protein accounts for 720 calories or 48%. This leaves the remaining 52% to be evenly divided between carbohydrate and fat. The carbohydrate portion would net 468 total calories and, at 4 calories per gram, would be a total of 117 grams to be spread throughout the day with the majority of these carbohydrates coming earlier in the day and immediately following exercise.

• Fat Requirements

Same as for carbohydrate requirements except fats supply 9 calories per gram so the total amount would be 52 grams consumed throughout the day.
• How to Keep a Food Log

Keeping a food log, although tedious and optional, can make the entire process much easier when first starting out. This can be very beneficial because most people vastly underestimate the amount of food they consume per day by 50% or more! To do this you will need measuring cups, spoons, food scale, and a nutritional desk reference or other food counts book and/or program so that you will be able to chart and log every morsel you consume for the next few weeks. You’ll also need to get compulsive about reading labels but labels are there for a reason! First sit down and map out a plan to follow with the appropriate caloric and macronutrient levels. To do this you’ll have to weigh, measure, and look up a wide variety of foods that you plan on consuming.

You’ll also have to get in the habit of reading all the food labels. Next try to stick to this plan as closely as possible while monitoring your bodyweight and body-fat at least once weekly and write down any daily changes in your diet. Once you get good at it you’ll find you no longer have to look anything up and it will all become 2nd nature!

Examples of How to Structure Meals For Fat Loss

limit

Juice
Soda
Milk & milk products containing sugar- (yogurt, milk, ice cream etc.)
Honey
Sugar
Fried foods
Bread (sprouted grains are OK in moderation
Corn and processed corn products (crackers, etc.)
Anything that you “drink” in the form of calories. Drink water, tea, coffee, diet soft drinks, sugar free lemonade etc. but no “energy drinks” etc. as they’re usually very misleading.
Any packaged product with high fructose corn syrup
Any sauce or flavoring that uses sugar

Condiments

Use good oils such as olive oil, flax oil, Molly McButter, I Can’t Believe it’s Not Butter
Spray, Vinegar, Lite Vinaigrette dressing, Fat free Italian dressing, mustard. Any seasonings and spices are ok. Butter, full-fat dressing, and mayonnaise are ok as long as you’re not eating large amounts of starchy carbohydrates with the meal, but no more than 1-2 tablespoons per meal.

Sample Meal Plan

Scenario #1

Meal #1 – 1.5 cups cottage cheese + 1 piece of fruit, 1 serving oatmeal
Meal #2 – Chicken, beef, turkey, or fish + large salad, large helping of green veggies. (1 Tbsp butter + 1 TBSP full fat dressing)
Meal #3) Snack- Bag of peanuts, cashews, or almonds, Beef Jerkey, or deviled eggs
Meal #4 (after workout) Dinner- Large helping of lean Fish or Chicken with medium size potato, or 1 cup rice, salad with vinegar or fat free Italian dressing, helping of vegetables
Meal #5 Snack- Sugar free jello with whipped cream or celery sticks with small amounts (2 tablespoons) of full fat dressing or peanut butter.

Scenario #2

Meal #1 scrambled eggs with cheese or whole hardboiled eggs.
Meal +2 (snack) 1 piece fruit (Apple, pear) Celery sticks or any other fresh veggies.
Meal #3 Large chicken breast with small salad and large helping of steamed veggies with cheese melted over the veggies.
Meal #4 snack 1 cup lite cottage cheese with ½ piece fruit
Meal #5 6 oz steak with veggies and salad

The best thing to do is customize your own meal plan based on your preferences, activity levels, number of meals you like to eat per day and type of diet you respond best to.

Post-Workout Nutrition

• Following a Weight-Bearing Workout, the Goals are to:

  Increase Protein Synthesis
Since muscle tissue has been torn down and the cells are in a depleted state the body is eagerly looking for nutrition to repair the damage.

Reduce Cortisol Levels

Cortisol is a catabolic “stress” hormone that is released whenever we encounter a large stress. Physical stress definitely can increase cortisol levels and proper nutrition after a bout of exercise will work to tame this hormone allowing recovery and regeneration to take place.

• A Correctly Formulated Post-Workout Recovery Drink or Meal Will:

1. Reduce D.O.M.S. (Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness) The quicker we can initiate repair the less soreness will be a factor.

2. Start the Process of Refilling Muscle Glycogen Stores. During intense exercise stored carbohydrate is used up within the muscles and they will be in a primed stateto replenish these stores. The quicker we can fill them up the faster we can recover and be ready four our next session.

A proper post-workout recovery drink or meal consumed within 1-hour post exercise will accomplish all of the above and should consist of between 20-40 grams liquid protein (whey) and 30-70 grams liquid simple carbohydrate (glucose, dextrose, or maltodextrin). This is the ONE time where it is advisable to consume liquid, simple carbohydrates to boost insulin, as the body is quickly able to receive and assimilate this liquid nutrition at this time. Remember that insulin is a storage hormone? Well at this time post-workout we’ve created a big demand in our muscles for storage. Uptake of nutrients will preferentially be redirected towards muscle and away from fat.

As an alternative to the liquid nutrition, any normal protein source along with 30-70 grams of low fat simple carbohydrates from solid food sources may be consumed. If you’re going to eat sugar it’s best to do so after a bout of exercise when it will actually have somewhat of a positive effect! A scoop of whey protein with milk and a bowl of cereal or oats always makes a good post-workout meal. Or you could do like I often do and ditch the protein powder and use about 4 cups of milk – milk contains an ideal mix of whey and casein protein.
Part II – Gaining Muscle Mass

The first section dealt with losing bodyfat. This section has to deal with gaining muscle mass. Are you skinny as a rail and find it difficult to gain weight no matter what you do? Have you tried training harder and harder and find that when you really apply yourself you just end up staying the exact same, if not losing weight? If so you’re not alone. Many young athletes, especially the naturally thin, find it difficult to put on any amount of measurable muscle mass no matter what they do. They find that all too often their bodies have a tendency to maintain the same weight no matter how much food they’re eating or how much they’re working out. In America today most people are overweight if not obese so you’ve probably found people have little sympathy for your “problem”. But it really can be a challenge. If anything, it can actually be harder for a hard-gainer to gain weight then it is for a naturally plump person to lose weight! The good news is that if you follow a program correct for your body type and metabolism, you CAN gain plenty of muscular bodyweight. Let’s take a look at some of the factors that contribute to you being rail thin and unable to gain weight and then show you how to remedy these problems.

WHY CAN'T YOU GAIN WEIGHT?

Though there may be many reasons why you may be thin, lean, and lack muscular size and strength, the most apparent reason is due to genetics. Chances are if your parents are naturally thin and have a small body frame, then you will most likely have the same small body type. Our genetics tend to dictate the natural pattern our body wants to follow. If you were naturally plump, then your body would want to stay that way and you would have a more difficult time then most losing weight. If your naturally small and lean your body will want to stay that way, UNLESS you take specific measures to overcome your bodies natural tendencies.

Your natural body size and tendencies to be either lean or big can also be affected in large part by your metabolism and activity level. If you find it difficult to gain weight of any kind (fat or muscle), then you most likely have a fast metabolism. That simply means that your body burns calories at a faster than normal rate. People with a fast metabolism also tend to respond to overeating with an even more hyped up metabolic rate. What this means is even though you may be eating enough on paper to gain weight, whenever you do overeat your metabolism simply speeds up in an effort to keep you at the same weight. You also have to consider that your body is probably growing in height and stature anyway, so this requires a lot of additional calories. You must take this into account whenever you are considering a particular diet or training program. If you find it difficult to gain weight even when you’re not doing anything strenuous and you follow a high volume exercise program requiring a lot of exercise, which burns even more calories, it’s going to be even harder for you to gain weight of any kind.
Many hard-gainers tend to be very active and find it hard to sit still. If you’re always doing something active that physical activity adds up very quickly and requires lots of additional food to make up for. This leads us into the number one key to muscular weight and really the only reason people have a hard time gaining weight, and that’s simply the fact that they don’t eat enough. This leads us into our first key, which is to eat more food! Weight training is definitely important as well but we’ll delve into that later. For building muscle, nutrition is the most important factor, so get your nutrition and diet right, then worry about training.

Key #1 Eat, Eat, and Eat some more!

Most hard-gainers don’t eat enough, or in particular, eat often enough. I know you probably “think” you eat a lot. Many hard-gainers can sit down and eat an entire large pizza and half a gallon of ice cream without gaining an ounce. But what and how much do they eat the rest of the day? Unless one is eating a minimum of 5 meals per day, even when consuming lots of high calorie food, it still can be difficult to pack on the pounds. It’s a common law of thermodynamics. If you eat enough you will gain some weight. What is “enough” for you can be very individual. It might be 4000 calories per day, 5000, 6000, or even 10000. The average American requires about 2000 calories to maintain their weight.

Unless you’re eating a minimum of twice that much you’ll unlikely see any weight gain. Many hard-gainers make comments like, “I’m getting tired of everyone telling me to just eat more. I eat as much as I can, 3 or 4 times per day, but just don’t gain any weight. How can I eat more if my stomach is about to pop?” Well, unfortunately for guys like this there aren’t any magical appetite stimulants that really work to stimulate appetite. The real key lies in being dedicated to the act of eating. If eating 3 or 4 times per day isn’t enough then try bumping it up to 5 or 6 times per day. If that still doesn’t work then add even more food to those meals. If that doesn’t work then eat 5 or 6 times per day and add a couple of protein shakes. If that still doesn’t work then try eating and drinking calories all day long!! Eventually you will reach a point where results show up in the form of weight gain. To give you an idea on what “real” eating consists of, here is a sample diet that when used in conjunction with a properly designed weight training program, has proven effective for many hard-gainers. It consists of multiple meals with the addition of substantial snacks and drinks.

8 AM, Breakfast: 6 whole eggs, 4 slices of whole grain bread, and 4 packets of instant oatmeal.
12 PM, Lunch: 4 tuna fish sandwiches made with 2 cans of tuna and mayo, 1 cup vegetables, 1 piece fruit,
4 PM, Evening Meal: 1 pound of chicken, 1 cup vegetables, 2 cups rice
8 PM, Post-workout: half pound of pasta (weighed before cooking),
tomato sauce, ½ pound lean ground beef.
Before bed: 1 large 24-ounce container of cottage cheese, 4 slices of whole grain bread.

Also, to supplement the diet, ideally you’d consume an extra ½ to 1 gallon of milk per day. In addition, for between meal snacks carry around a bag of bagels and jar of peanut butter. Spread the peanut butter on a bagel and sip on the protein drink mixture all day long when an actual meal isn’t being eaten. If you’re not eating then you’re not growing!

This plan will get the scale moving in the right direction for practically anyone, but the point is not to give you an exact diet to follow, rather it’s to illustrate how important it is to push the limits of what it really takes and become dedicated to eating. I’ll get into specific nutrition plans for you later. The good thing about it is if you push yourself like this your body soon adapts and it becomes much easier to eat more on a consistent basis.

If weight gain is your goal, then you will need to eat more food. Period. In most cases, you will need to eat more than you are normally accustomed to. Many people who find it difficult to gain weight just don’t have much of an appetite for consistently large meals. Oh yeah they can put away the food when they’re hungry but the hunger isn’t always frequent. If you’re one of these people, you’ll have to force yourself to eat at each meal. Usually after a couple of weeks your appetite will grow and you’ll become hungry before each meal and you’ll quickly get used to it.

If you have this problem and just don’t have much of an appetite, you still must eat something, no matter how much. Start off making yourself eat something small liked mixed nuts, jerky, or fruit every few hours. Then, as your appetite grows, gradually move into more real food. What this will do is gradually get your body accustomed eating at regular intervals. When eating more, you will need to make sure that you are getting plenty of good quality protein. Protein is a nutrient that is essential for building muscle. Every meal that you eat should contain some form of protein. Meal Replacement Powders and protein drinks are excellent for this purpose. So is a gallon of milk. Not only does this supply high quality protein, but it’s a lot easier to “drink” calories than it is to “eat” them.

You should also strive to eat more often throughout the day. Going long periods without eating will cause your body to breakdown muscle tissue for the calories it needs. This is especially true for those with fast metabolisms. Spreading your meals throughout the day will give you more manageable meal sizes, improve nutrient assimilation, and ensures that your body always has the calories and amino acids it needs for muscle building and repair. I recommend eating a high protein meal every 3 hours. During normal waking hours that usually equals about
6 meals. Now you might be wondering, “Wow, how can I eat that much and that frequently when I barely have enough time as it is?” Well, if you want something bad enough you’ll figure out how to get it done. It may seem very inconvenient at first, but once you get in the habit of doing it, it will become second nature and you don’t have to give it much thought. Will a high calorie diet like the one mentioned above put weight on you? Sure. Will it put only solid muscle weight on you without an ounce of fat? That depends on many things but probably not. That leads us into key #2 which is:

**DON’T TRY TO GAIN MUSCLE AND LOSE FAT AT THE SAME TIME!**

Many people don’t gain weight because they are afraid of gaining fat. This is a valid fear as I’ve met very few people who actually want to get fat! The problem is people try to achieve or maintain an ultra low body-fat percentage with ripped abs while concurrently wanting to gain a significant amount of muscle size and bodyweight. Unfortunately, doing lots of aerobic activity and eating a low calorie diet, 2 things that are essential when trying to become extremely lean, make it about impossible to build any muscle. Training to lose fat requires different methods than training to gain muscle. Losing fat involves eating a lower calorie diet, while building muscle requires a higher calorie diet.

This is a point that most hard-gainers don’t realize. If you want to get bigger and gain more muscle, you will have to deal with the fact that you’re probably not going to become leaner while doing so. In fact, in order to gain a lot of muscle you’ll probably also have to also gain some additional body-fat. This is due to high calorie diet that you must eat to build more mass. Some people will be able to gain muscle and lose fat at the same time, but for most this is not a reality. The best long-term strategy is to first just worry about getting bigger and stronger, and only after you’ve built a strong foundation should you worry about trying to sculpt that foundation down to 5% body-fat with cuts, striations and veins popping out everywhere.

Many people look at the bodybuilder photos in magazines and see the pictures of the pros and don’t realize that the pros don’t look the way their projected in the magazines unless they’re dieting down for a contest, which only happens once or twice a year for most. Right after a contest the magazines take photos of these bodybuilders while they’re in this extremely ripped and lean condition. These photos then run in the magazines throughout the year so that’s what you see. What you don’t see is how most of the year these bodybuilders carry much more body-fat because they eat a lot more in an effort to grow even larger. Also, when looking at the photos and reading the testimonial stories about people gaining pounds of muscle while losing pounds of fat in the process, realize that most of these people were carrying an excess amount of fat to begin with. Their training is focused on losing fat and they maybe put on a few lbs of muscle...
along the way. If you, as a hard-gainer, were to go on a fat loss diet, you would lose fat, but the low calorie diet coupled with your fast metabolism will likely cause you to lose muscle mass!

The most effective way for hard-gainers to build a large amount of muscle mass quickly is to focus on gaining the weight first, then later on, go on a short-term fat loss diet to lower your body-fat levels.

**Key # 3: IF YOU WANT TO GROW YOU MUST RECOVER**

Muscles grow when they rest, not when they’re trained. Because many hard-gainers tend to be active and high strung to begin with, they often don’t get enough recuperation between workouts. When a muscle is trained it is damaged. The muscular damage is what causes soreness after you workout. After a muscle has become damaged, if you do everything right, the body will rebuild it a little bit bigger and stronger then it was the last time to better deal with the training stress you’re putting on it. This is called supercompensation. There are 4 really important factors when it comes to muscular recovery.

These are:

1. Getting enough rest between workouts- If you don’t give your body enough time between workouts to recover and super-compensate from your previous workout you won’t progress at all.

2. Limiting other activities- The body can only do and recover from so many things at once. If you engage in too many additional activities that take energy away from training and recovery from that training your gains will be much slower.

3. Consuming enough food- You need to consume enough food and give your body the nutrition it needs to fuel recovery, repair, and energize you for your training sessions while consuming enough additional food for weight gain.

4. Getting enough sleep- Most recovery actually happens during sleep. You know of the importance of muscular recovery but recovery of the nervous system is also important. The nervous system is the backbone behind the muscular system and if it is not sufficiently recovered your performance in all activities will be sub-optimal. For this reason 8 hours of sleep per night is recommended.
Key #4: STIMULATE YOUR MUSCLES, YET DON’T ANNihilATE THEM

The only way we can get our bodies to build muscle and grow is to do 2 things:

1. Eat a lot of calories
2. Train with heavy weights

Eating more calories than your body is used to will result in weight gain. This is the most important factor in gaining bodyweight. Yet if all you did was eat you’d probably just get fat! In order to ensure muscle gain you also must stimulate the muscles enough to send the body a signal to add more muscle tissue to deal with the stress your imposing on them. The weight training and eating both work together. The weight training overloads the muscles and stimulates growth, while the food you eat provides the necessary building blocks to repair and build new muscle tissue. Note the emphasis on the word, “stimulate”. You must understand that for most hardgainers less is more. Most people actually train too often and most people still believe that the more you train, the bigger you will get. Only genetically gifted athletes can get away with super-high volume training programs. If more training always equaled more muscle then all you’d have to do is workout 8 hours every day and you’d be huge. Unfortunately, it doesn’t work that way. One of the most successful bodybuilders in the world, Dorian Yates, trained a total of 4 hours per week and he was Mr. Olympia 8 times! Remember you do not get bigger by working out but only when you recover. Your muscles do not grow in the gym they only grow when they’re resting.

Also realize that a muscle can only grow so fast. You can train enough in a certain workout to stimulate your muscles to grow, but that doesn’t mean that if you stimulate them more that they grow more prior to the next workout. So the key is to train just enough to “stimulate” your muscles and make consistent gains from workout to workout.

It is rare to see someone not training hard enough or frequently enough to grow. Most people mess up in the other areas such as nutrition and recovery. The only purpose of weight training is to stimulate growth. After that, your body needs rest and food to build the muscle. Hard-gainers tend to need less training and more rest and more food than others to grow. Working out too often doesn’t allow your muscles the necessary time to recuperate. Not only will your gains be less than optimal, but you’ll also likely set yourself up for chronic injuries from overtraining. Your goal should be to get in, stimulate the muscles through heavy, compound movements, and get out.

As far as training frequency goes, you want to ensure as much recovery as possible and
constant progress so I recommend no more than 3 one-hour workouts per week and 2 workouts will be enough for many people. This is a system that has proven successful for many hard-gainers. Because you’re not spending so much time in the gym your body is more likely to grow. The real reason most people don’t make the gains they desire is because of improper diet and overtraining. Go to any gym and you’ll see guys working out 5, 6, or even 7 days a week for 2 hours at a time and look exactly the same year after year after year. Training smarter is always a lot more productive than training harder.

Key #5: TRAIN WITH FREE WEIGHTS

The best way to stimulate your muscles and gain muscle mass is to use free weights for the majority of your training. When you use free weights you work the muscles in a more natural environment. Not only are your target muscles working, but you also get help from the stabilizer muscles, which are used for balance. Most machines are a waste of time. They limit development because they help to support the weight. Try this little test to verify this. See how much weight you can press on machine. Now try the exact same movement with free weights. Which can you lift more weight on? Likely you can lift more on the machine because it does the job of balancing the weight for you. Which exercise is more difficult?? Usually, if an exercise is harder or less comfortable then its alternative, you should choose the more challenging exercise. It’s usually harder because it works more muscles! The more muscles you work, the more muscles you stimulate. If you only have a certain amount of time to workout, the more stimulation you can get in that time frame the more growth you stimulate.

Free weights make you support the weight along the entire path of the movement, which helps to stimulate more muscle fibers, while also strengthening smaller/weaker muscles. If your stabilizers are weak, your larger muscles won’t grow. Follow the lead of pro bodybuilders and professional athletes who use free weights almost exclusively for quick gains.

You should focus the majority of your workout time on multi-jointed lifts such as squats, deadlifts, bench presses, bent over rows, dips, and pull-ups. Multi-jointed exercises are those that stimulate the most amounts of muscle fibers. Unlike isolation exercises, which only work individual muscles, multi-jointed lifts work many different muscle groups simultaneously. For those needing to gain weight, this is ideal because these lifts put your body under the most amount of stress. This results in a large ripple-like effect. Throw a pebble into a pond of water and you barely get any ripple. Now throw a big boulder into a pond of water and what do you get. A huge tidal wave! The effect of heavy multi-joint exercises on your body is similar to throwing a large rock into the pond. You get a ripple effect all over your body. This results in increased muscle gain all over the body. You can still do some isolation work; however it should
not be the focus of your workouts, and should only come after your multi-jointed lifting is complete.

**Key #6: TRAIN WITH THE CORRECT SETS, REPS, AND WEIGHT**

You should always lift a weight that is challenging for you but one that you can lift with good form. Always terminate a set whenever you can no longer complete your reps with perfect form. It is not necessary to train to the point of failure on each set, or the point at which you can no longer lift the weight and need help from a training partner. In fact, you’re more likely to progress if you stop each set a couple of reps shy of failure and strive for consistent increases in weight each week.

Building mass involves lifting relatively heavy weight. This is necessary because the muscle fibers that are most responsive to muscle growth are best stimulated by heavy weight. What’s heavy to you may not be heavy to another person so only pay attention to the weight that YOU can lift. A heavy weight is one that allows you to perform between 4-8 reps before your muscles fail. Using a lighter weight and doing more reps can stimulate some muscle growth but more importantly it stimulates a pump, or blood rush to the trained muscle. The “pump” feels good, looks good, and really can be addictive, but realize the pump you get from higher rep training is purely temporary. As soon as your workout is over that blood will leave and the pump will dissipate. The pump training really doesn’t stimulate much actual muscle growth in comparison to heavier sets.

Whenever you perform your repetitions you should focus more on the eccentric, or negative, portion of the exercise. To describe the negative portion of a lift realize that when you lift a weight, it can be divided into three distinct periods. The concentric, the eccentric, and the isometric. The concentric or “positive” motion usually involves the initial push or effort when you begin the rep. The isometric is signified by a short pause before reversing and returning to the starting position. The eccentric, or “negative” portion of each lift is characterized by your resistance against the natural pull of the weight.

For example, when doing bench presses, the positive motion is the actual pushing up motion. The negative motion begins when you start to lower the weight back down. Most would simply lower the weight as fast as they pushed up, but you should make a deliberate attempt to control this portion of the movement. Slowing down the eccentric portion of the lift will help to stimulate more muscle growth because each fiber is under more tension during this phase. So actually instead of focusing on “lifting” weights you should focus on “lowering” weights. Aim for at least a 2-3 second negative on each lift.
As far as how many sets per muscle group this is going to depend on your training split and workout frequency, but generally no more than 8 sets per muscle group. It is not necessary to do large amounts of exercises for each body-part trying to target every muscle and hit every “angle”. This should only be a concern for someone with a mature physique who is trying to improve weak areas. Don’t waste your time trying to “sculpt” a muscle if you have don’t have enough raw muscle to sculpt in the first place. A sculpture starts out as a large unfinished piece of rock. You should strive to have a big enough “rock” to sculpt before you worry about sculpting. If your chest is small to begin with, don’t concern yourself with trying to target inner, outer, upper, lower or whatever. Just work your chest. You should do no more than 2-3 exercises per body part for 3-4 sets each. That’s it. Doing more than that won’t build more muscle, faster. In fact it could possibly lead to muscle loss. Long training sessions not only cause a reduction in muscle building anabolic hormones but they also cause catabolic hormone levels to rise dramatically. Catabolic hormones are responsible for breaking down muscle tissue resulting in MUSCLE LOSS.

**Key #7: SET A GOAL AND CREATE A PLAN**

Think of your plan as a road map and your goal as your destination. Without a plan and a specific goal you will be without focus and can easily get lost or side-tracked. Failure to plan is planning to fail. You should KNOW exactly what you’re going to do and how you plan to get there. How much food are you going to eat per day and what will those meals consist of? Nothing is worse than running out of food in the middle of a weight gain cycle, so make sure you shop in bulk and always have enough food. How many times per week are you going to work out and on what days? Once we set a goal and commit ourselves to that goal and write that goal down most of the work is already done.

The most important thing you can do for your progress is to set out a map by writing your goals down. What do you want to accomplish in the next year? How much weight do you want to gain? How will you feel about yourself when you accomplish those goals? Even if you were to take out a piece of paper and write those goals down and never look at them again, you still have an 80% chance of hitting those goals within the next year. Most people in the gym just do whatever without any real direction or focus. They wonder why they don't make progress. They have no focus. After you write your goals down break them down into smaller increments. Have daily, weekly, and monthly goals. Your daily goal might be to meet your daily caloric intake goal. Your weekly goal might be to gain 1 lb or train 3 times without missing any sessions. If you continue to repeat those smaller goals over and over again they add up. After you write your goals down and develop a plan of action for them you’ll need to start keeping a daily food and exercise log. Every day you should write down everything you eat and every exercise you do. This will allow you to have a daily reference to work from. This requires daily action and soon leads to daily habit. After 21 days what you do will become a habitual part of you and it will no
longer require conscious effort on your part. Having a specific program to follow allows you to take action each day. This action is focused on specifically getting you to your destination quickly. There is no thinking, debating or guessing. You just do it. A specific plan provides necessary daily structure that not only keeps you on the road moving forward, it also helps to develop good eating and training habits that will benefit you long after you have reached your destination.

**KEY #8: STAY COMMITTED TO YOUR CURRENT PROGRAM**

You must give your program at least 6 weeks before making any determination into its effectiveness. If you’ve followed your program and aren’t making muscular gains then you should analyze everything else that you’re doing outside the gym. Are you eating enough? Are you getting enough rest? Are you getting stronger? If you want to change programs after just a few weeks because you read about a new workout in a magazine you’d probably be better off staying focused on your current routine.

Many people are very enthusiastic when starting a new program, but they never follow it long enough to actually see any results. They love to drop whatever they’re doing to chase after something that sounds more enticing. Usually this never leads to any positive results. It takes time to make gains from any new stress on the body. If you haven’t made any gains and you’ve been training for 6 weeks or longer, then you might want to look at your program. But likely what’s holding you back is probably something unrelated to what you’re doing in the gym. To be successful, you must follow a program consistently. There are many different training methods and interesting routines out there, but you can’t do them all at the same time and jumping around won’t allow enough time for any of them to actually be effective for you. Pick one that is focused on your current goal and stick with it. There will be plenty of time to try the others later.

**Key #10: NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR WEIGHT GAIN**

Actually this really isn’t a “key” to progress but I thought a section on supplementation for mass gaining would be appropriate. The fact is supplements are NOT necessary. Strongmen and bodybuilders back in the day still gained plenty of muscle mass long before the first nutritional supplement became available. If anything, the average man back then was stronger and more masculine then today. Many people who use nutritional supplements attempt to use them to make up for a bad diet and spend way too much time, energy, and money on supplements when they could make far more progress paying attention to heavy and hard eating and training. Having said that, certain nutritional supplements can help you achieve your goals but they will still never make up for a good diet. Realize that “supplements” should supplement
a good diet not replace a good diet. Supplements are not magic. Too many people think that just because you buy the latest product, it guarantees that you will automatically begin to pack on the pounds. This is far from the truth. To illustrate this I’d like to give you an example. Give me two scrawny 16 yr old male identical twins of the same height and weight. We’ll call one twin “A” and the other twin “B”. Since they have identical genes, their response to training and diet will be very similar. In this hypothetical situation, both of them have a goal to increase strength and muscle size and they follow the exact same training program, which they are both consistent with. Twin “A” does nothing more except eat a very high calorie diet. He eats 6 large meals every day with an emphasis on protein and drinks a gallon of milk per day. Twin B pays no real attention to diet. Rather he spends $1500 per month on all the latest supplements. After 3 months which one do you think would gain the most muscle mass? I would put every cent in my bank account on Twin “A”. He’d blow twin “B” out of the water in sheer muscle mass gains. Supplements can add to nutrition but can’t replace it. So now that you’ve had that beat into your brain here are some supplements you might consider. I’ll break them up into categories.

Supplements For Convenience: Using food supplements like meal replacement drinks and protein powders help to eliminate the common problem of 'not enough time', by providing you with a quick, efficient way to get your required nutrients each day. They make consuming large amounts of calories and protein easier for people with low appetites.

Supplements for Strength: Products that contain Creatine monohydrate enable you to swing the odds of gaining more weight in your favor by increasing your strength output. Creatine enables you to lift heavier weights, which will stimulate more muscle fibers and cause more muscle growth. There is not really a big need to fall prey to the ads marketing sophisticated blends of creatine. Just stick to regular old creatine powder. Nowadays, even Wal-Mart carries good creatine.

Supplements For Enhancing Your Immune System: Weight training increases the body's need for many minerals and vitamins. A good multi-vitamin ensures that you are not deficient in any major essential vitamin or mineral. Deficiency symptoms include muscle weakness and suppression of the immune system, muscle cramping and fatigue.

Supplements For Increasing Your Body’s Production of Muscle Building Hormones: Certain supplements like magnesium and zinc help recovery, which indirectly increases your body’s natural testosterone production. More testosterone equals more muscle. Fish oil or cod liver oil contains essential fatty acids, which are vitally important for all sorts of hormonal functions in the body.

Using supplements is a choice that you must decide for yourself. You will be spending your money on these products, so make sure that you get your moneys worth and that you
know their place in your program, just don’t expect any miracles.

**Putting Together Your Nutrition Program**

One of the questions I am asked most often is how fast one should go about trying to gain weight, or how much muscle can you gain per week, per month or per year. Generally, I recommend you try to gain an average of \( \frac{1}{2} \) to 1 lb. of weight per week, every week, for an extended period of time. That may not sound like much on a weekly basis, but if you were to do that for a whole year you’d be 25-50 lbs heavier. To gain this weight will require a plan that requires certain things you must do every day and every week. I’ve developed a series of guidelines that will help you eat what you need to get big without putting on an excessive amount of fat. You won't need to spend all day in a kitchen or on the toilet. You won't need a private cook, or to quit your day job. You won't need to obsess all day about calorie counts and macronutrient ratios. It’s not much more complicated then taking a fork and cramming things into your mouth!

**The Basic Guidelines**

1. Weigh yourself on a reliable scale preferably first thing in the morning, or if not first thing in the morning at least note what you were wearing, what time of day it was (morning or night), and on what day.

2. Set a goal for how much weight you want to gain. I recommend twenty to thirty pounds. Remember that all this weight won’t be pure muscle but you can easily diet the excess off later.

3. Shoot for a gain of 1/2 lb every week and make sure you weigh yourself the same time of day each day. You don’t have to weigh yourself everyday, but at least 3 times per week. If you start on Monday weighing 150 pounds, by the following Monday, at some point, you will weigh 150.5 or more. Every subsequent week, on Monday, you will add at least half a pound. If, after three days, you weigh 153, don't consider your goal fulfilled. The important thing is that the following week, starting that Tuesday, you will try to weigh 150.5.

4. If you make your weight before the weigh-in day for the next week, don’t try to go any higher until the following week. Simply try to stay at this higher weight until the weeks deadline has passed. Realize that your first week your likely to see a gain of up to 5 lbs but after this the goal is to gain a half pound per week for an extended period of time; not to add ten pounds in 2 weeks and then quit because you get an upset stomach from eating so much.

5. Limit your outside the gym activities. Excessive activity such as cardio should be kept to a minimum. Also limit other activities such as pick-up basketball games, flag football and
strenuous household labor. Too much excessive activity will interfere with your muscle gain goals. This diet is not for fat-loss. You can do maybe 20 minutes of cardio once or twice per week if you like but keep it minimal.

6. Get your rest. If you work a strenuous job for 8 hours a day, you won't be able to gain much weight. If you work construction, stack merchandise in a warehouse, play every single sport at school, or do anything else requiring lots of effort there’s no way in the world you’ll gain an ounce of weight. If your situation sounds like that you might want to try for a half-pound a week. You'll also need to make sure you get 8 hours of sleep a night.

**CALORIC INTAKE**

There's only one viable way to determine how many calories you need to consume each day and this is to pay attention to what the scale is telling you. Everybody has a different metabolism, different lifestyle, etc. The only hard and fast nutrition rule is that you need to make sure you get at least 1 gram of protein per pound of bodyweight per day. If you even make any effort to eat much food, hitting your required protein intake won’t be difficult at all.

Keeping traditional records and counting calories can be tedious and ineffective. It takes months of dedicated effort to learn how to calculate calories without weighing and measuring every single morsel you eat and any calculation of your daily calorie needs is going to be flawed and dependent on what activities you're doing that day. It’s hard to guess exactly how many calories are in each piece of food you eat. If you pack your lunch in Tupperware and eat the same things every day, you'll be fine, but what are you going to do when you go out to dinner at a restaurant? You can’t weigh all that is on your plate and ask how many grams of protein are in it. If you have a choice between obsessively logging everything you eat and just shoveling it in, I bet most of you will choose the latter. Gaining weight is hard enough without turning it into a research project.

**Timing of Calories**

You should be eating something at least every three hours throughout the day. This means at least 4 meals. This is the key to success. Even if you have the ability to eat 6000 calories in 2 meals that doesn’t mean you’ll be able to digest all those nutrients. One big meal at an all you can eat buffet is not going to put any weight on your frame. One big week or an entire month at an all you can eat buffet is a different story! The key is to eat big consistently.

Eating infrequent really large meals are usually not effective for hard-gainers. Think about Thanksgiving dinner. The average person consumes around 5000 calories during this once a year feast. Recall your last Thanksgiving. Three hours after the meal were you hungry again? Its likely you were sitting somewhere watching TV, too tired and bloated to even move. If you
were to choose between being known for being able to eat a lot of food at one sitting or being known for eating constantly you should pick the latter. Always be eating! Eat just after you get up, before lunch, lunch, before training, after training, dinner, and before bed. If it’s time to eat and you aren’t hungry just have something small like a protein drink and a couple of pieces of toast.

**WHAT KINDS OF FOODS TO EAT**

Everybody knows that eating high-fat foods all day isn't healthy. Or are they? Most studies correlate health problems with being fat and since the average American, even lean American, eats too much fat it is assumed that fat is the cause of all the health problems. The truth is there are plenty of populations who maintain leanness eating a high fat diet. Inactivity is the real culprit in our society. Regardless of whether a diet that is appropriate for adding pounds of muscle to your frame is the healthiest diet for you is not all that important. Lean people tend not to succumb to the health plagues of our society such as heart disease. Consuming a high calorie diet for several consecutive months isn’t going to kill you. Doing it for years on end and becoming obese is a different story, but you probably don’t have to worry about that right now.

**The following foods, in no particular order, should be staples in your diet:**

Steak  
Eggs, yolks included  
Whole milk  
Bacon  
Pork  
Ice Cream  
Protein Powder  
Hamburgers/Cheeseburgers  
Sushi and Rice  
Salads  
Fruit  
Vegetables  
Chicken  
Whole Wheat Bread  
Peanut Butter  
Baked Potato and Sour Cream  
Tuna and Mayo  
Salmon  
Brown Rice Beans  
Oatmeal Turkey
Cottage Cheese

As you can see by the above list, just about anything is allowed on this particular diet, although you do want to emphasize protein. If you were to stick to eating only clean, low-fat foods you’d probably have a hard time getting enough calories in. However, one thing you should realize when it comes to junk food is that if you fill up and eat nothing but soda and chips, you’ll feel like crap and probably won’t make progress. Potato chips, like most processed junk food, contains empty calories that are devoid of nutrition. Don’t worry about eating some junk food but just make sure you eat it in addition to the clean foods such as steak and veggies and not in place of those foods.

You may have also noticed that on this diet you pretty much do the opposite of what is taught with most weight loss programs. Most diets don’t allow you to eat fast food. On this weight gain diet, you not only can eat fast food but it’s also not looked at as being negative. Oftentimes when you’re busy and find it hard to get a meal in the only way you’ll hit your daily caloric requirement is to get some fast food in.

When it comes to fast food there are some items you’ll want to stay away from. Skip the fries. Some of these burger joints have a 99-cent menu that you can order from. Pick up four of their cheapest burgers and three of those half-pints of milk. At Taco Bell, try six soft tacos, beef or chicken or a bean burrito and a giant iced tea. The chicken and potato wedges at KFC are a go. Most fast food places offer good grilled chicken sandwich, which you can delight in to your hearts content. Whenever you eat out make sure you get a main dish that comes with a large serving of protein.

The most important time to eat is right after you workout. This is the most opportune time to give your body nutrition to build muscle with. After working out, and within an hour or two of having slammed down that last weight, make yourself an appropriately formulated post-workout drink consisting of protein and simple carbohydrates. Something along the ratio of 25 grams of protein and 75-100 grams of simple carbohydrates should do the trick.

**Sample Diets**

For best results it’s normally good to try to eat pretty much the same basic foods every day. Purchase your food in advance by bulk and make sure you NEVER run out of food! Note that these diets are designed for someone who weighs about 200 pounds. If you weigh less than this, you’ll probably require less food. If you weigh more than 200, you’ll need more. Many of these diets call for a large amount of milk. If this causes digestive problems, you’ll need an alternative, like Lactaid.
The Busy Body — Someone Who Doesn’t Have A Lot Of Time To Eat

8 AM: 8 strips bacon, 4 eggs, 2 English muffin, orange juice and milk
11 AM: 1 large container cottage cheese and banana
1 PM: Go out for lunch, Burger King, Taco Bell, McDonalds or somewhere you can get your calories quickly and get back to work, keeping your boss happy.
3 pm - tuna with mayo, fruit, precut bits of steak, pork or chicken, yogurt, and of course, sandwiches are all good choices.
5 PM: 2 pieces of pizza on the way home
7 PM: Dinner consisting of steak, fish, or chicken with all the potatoes and veggies you can handle
8 PM: Train
9 PM: protein shake
11 PM: late snack: cheese, nuts, veggies, peanut butter, sardines, etc

College Student — where the only real meals to be found are at a dining hall with limited hours

8 AM: Protein shake
11 AM: Dining hall meal: fruit, meat, pasta and salad, 24 ounces of whole milk
2 PM: Quick snack, 4 hard boiled eggs, banana, 16 ounces of milk, dessert
3 PM: Train
4 PM: Protein shake
6 PM: Dining Hall dinner: meat, starch, salad, dessert, milk and iced tea or fruit juice
9 PM: Protein bar or pizza and wings (hey, you're in college)

The True Hard-gainer

This is for the guy with a lightning-fast metabolism. This might be just what you need.
8 AM: Bowl of raisin bran with milk, 10 ounces of orange juice, 4 slices toast with jam
10 AM: 2 bagels with peanut butter, croissant filled with cheddar cheese, 2 eggs and bacon, 20 ounces of whole milk
Nap
2 PM: 6 ounces of steak, chicken or turkey, salad, 16 ounces of whole milk, baked potato, sour cream
4 PM: 2 cheeseburgers, mozzarella sticks, slice of pie, 16 ounces of whole milk,
6 PM: Protein shake made with whole milk and fruit
8 PM: 1 can solid white tuna, mayo, 1 yogurt, banana, protein bar, PowerAde
9 PM: Train
10 PM: Protein shake banana
Late night snack: pizza with extra cheese and toppings, juice or iced tea, along
with cottage cheese, nuts, toast or anything else you desire

**The Clean Eater Diet**

This will show you how tough it will be to eat clean when putting away a lot of calories.

8 AM: 4 eggs, 6 ounces of steak, 16 ounces of orange juice, 2 pieces whole wheat bread
11 AM: 2 roast beef sandwiches with lettuce, tomato and cheese on whole wheat,
24 ounces of whole milk, celery and carrots
1 PM: 6 ounces of chicken breast, 1 cup yogurt, brown rice until you're full
4 PM: Banana, 16 ounces whole milk, bagel with cream cheese or sandwich
6 PM: Train
7 PM: Protein shake made with whole milk, but no ice cream
10 PM: 6 ounces of steak, salad, iced tea, 2 baked potatoes

**The Easy Gainer Diet**

This is an example of a diet for someone who really doesn’t have a hard time gaining weight.

8am: 2 serving of oatmeal plus one cup of cottage cheese
11am: 4 Whole Eggs w/ 1 cup of hash browns
2pm: 6 oz. chicken breast with 1/2 cup of rice
5pm: 4 whole eggs in a flour tortilla w/salsa
8pm: Meal replacement drink with flaxseed oil
11pm: 6 oz grilled salmon with large baked potato, 1-cup veggies

Now get to it and good luck!

-Kelly